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TREE -RING RESEARCH

EDITORIAL POLICY

Tree -Ring Research is devoted to papers dealing with the growth rings of trees and the applications
of tree -ring research in a wide variety of fields, including but not limited to archaeology, geology,
ecology, hydrology, climatology, forestry, and botany. Papers involving research results, new techniques
of data acquisition or analysis, and regional or subject oriented reviews or syntheses are considered for
publication.

Two categories of scientific papers are considered. Articles should not exceed 5000 words, or ap-
proximately 20 double- spaced typewritten pages, including tables, references, and an abstract of 200
words or fewer. All manuscripts submitted as Articles are reviewed by at least two referees. Research
Reports, which normally are not reviewed, should not exceed 1500 words or include more than two
figures. Research Reports address technical developments, describe well- documented but preliminary
research results, or present findings for which the Article format is not appropriate. Book or monograph
Reviews of 500 words or less are also considered.

Articles, Reports, and Reviews are published only in English. Abstracts of the Articles or Reports
may be printed in other languages if supplied by the author(s) with English translations.

Submit four copies of the manuscript, including tables and legible copies of figures, to:

Editor, Tree -Ring Research
Laboratory of Tree -Ring Research
Building 58
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
USA

Follow the style and format of recent issues as guides to organization, units of measurement, abbre-
viations, and literature citation. Manuscripts must be typewritten double- spaced throughout (including
the abstract, tables, captions, footnotes and references) on one side of approximately 22 X 28 cm paper,
with margins of at least 2.5 cm. A separate title page should include the title, author(s) affiliations(s)
and mailing address(es). Include telephone numbers in the letter of transmittal. The abstract should
appear on a separate page preceding the text. Number tables consecutively using Arabic numerals; do
not prepare tables with lines or boxes. Type tables (including titles) and figure captions separately and
place them at the end of the manuscript. Explanatory notes in tables should be numbered and referenced
in table titles or footnotes. All illustrations, whether line drawings or photographs, are considered figures
to be denoted by Arabic numerals and cited consecutively in the text. Supply one copy (not exceeding
22 X 28 cm) of each illustration in a form suitable for photo- reproduction. Lettering should be large
enough to allow 50% reduction. Original line drawings, black -line positives on acetate, and glossy
prints are acceptable. Authors are responsible for reading proofs carefully and noting all errors. Except
for corrections, alterations or additions must be kept to an absolute minimum. Additional detailed
instructions to authors are accessible online at: http://www.treeringsociety.org/TRS_journal.html
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